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The Ethiopian King
By Nader Saiedi Translated by Omid Ghaemmaghami1
Abstract

This article brings to light a number of hitherto unknown passages from the
writings of the Bāb about Hajji Mubārak, the Bāb’s Ethiopian servant.

‘… He bestoweth a luminous countenance upon the Ethiopian servant …’2

The eve of 23 May marks the anniversary of the declaration of the Bab,
the dawn of a new revelation and a turning point in the history of humankind. Accounts of this historic night customarily begin with Mullā H.usayn
Bushrūʾı̄’s encounter with the Bab at his home and proceed to describe the
revelation of the first chapter of the Qayyūm al-Asmāʾ and Mullā H.usayn’s
declaration of faith. Yet we also know that a third person was present on
that fateful eve: Mubārak, the Bab’s Ethiopian servant. Until now, the significance of Mubārak has not been fully appreciated by scholars. Babi and
Baha’i historians knew little about him and he has largely been ignored as
a result.3 A study of the Bab’s writings shows that this neglect is completely
unwarranted. The Bab mentions Mubārak numerous times in his writings,
where the person known as the Ethiopian servant is transformed into the
Ethiopian king.
It is well-known that in the Persian Bayān and other works, the Bab
adduces a sifter of wheat from Isfahan4 to illustrate the great revolution that
the appearance of the Promised One ushered in by declaring, ‘The abased
amongst you, He shall exalt; and they that are exalted, He shall abase.’5
According to the Bab, Shaykh Muh.ammad H
. asan al-Najafı̄ (d. 1849), the
author of Jawāhir al-kalām and the greatest Shi’i divine of the age,6 fell into
the abyss of the most ignorant of men through rejecting the message of the
Bab delivered to him by Mullā ʿAlı̄ Bast.āmı̄,7 while a sifter of wheat from
Isfahan who had no formal education or training attained the summit of
glory through his faith in the Bab.8 In these passages, in expounding on
the concept and meaning of true knowledge, the Bab contrasts a sifter of
wheat with al-Najafı̄ to illustrate the all-encompassing spiritual revolution
caused by his revelation; yet in a different work, he illustrates the same
revolutionary ideas using the concept of sovereignty. Here, the Bab explains
that upon rejecting him, the king of Iran, Muh.ammad Shah (d. 1848),9 and
his prime minister, Hajji Mirza Āqāsı̄ (d. 1849),10 descended to the lowest
abyss, while Mubārak, who to outward appearance, was bereft of any power
or earthly rank, ascended to the heaven of glory for ‘having done good in
the realm of faith’ (bi-mā ah.sana fı̄ al-dı̄n).11
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The other fact worthy of notice is that in most of the writings in which
the Bab mentions his parents, he also remembers Mubārak. As an example,
we will cite here from a hitherto unknown work of the Bab, composed of
some 300–400 pages, and known as Kitāb-i Sı̄ Duʿā (‘The Book of Thirty
Prayers’). As the Bab approached the age of 30, he revealed 30 prayers in
honour of his 30 years. These 30 prayers were revealed daily in S.afar (the
second month of the Islamic calendar) and early Rabı̄ʿ al-Awwal (the third
month of the Islamic calendar) 1265 [December 1848 – January 1849]. The
Bab dedicated each of these 30 prayers to one of the years of his life. The
work can thus be considered a spiritual autobiography. While each prayer
refers to a specific year, the overarching theme of the work is communion
with God, embodying the themes of worship and devotion to the Creator
that formed the essence of the Bab’s life. Among these 30 prayers, prayer
number 27 (apropos his 27th year) stands out. In this prayer, the Bab
provides an almost complete account of his life in a section that has been
cited in the published compilation, Selections from the Writings of the Báb,
without the source being identified. Excerpts from this prayer follow:
Thou art aware, O My God, that since the day Thou didst call Me into being
out of the water of Thy love till I reached fifteen years of age I lived in the
land which witnessed My birth [Shíráz]. Then Thou didst enable Me to go
to the seaport [Búshihr] where for five years I was engaged in trading …
I proceeded therefrom to the Holy Land [Kárbilá] where I sojourned
for one year. Then I returned to the place of My birth … Then at the age
of twenty-five I proceeded to thy sacred House [Mecca], and by the time I
returned to the place where I was born, a year had elapsed … Thus I departed
therefrom by Thy leave, spending six months in the land of S.ád [Is. fáhán] and
seven months in the First Mountain [Mákú], … Now, in My thirtieth year,
Thou beholdest Me, O My God, in this Grievous Mountain [Chihríq] where
I have dwelt for one whole year.12

Here and elsewhere, the Bab notes that he remained in Mākū for less than
eight months. As mentioned earlier, the Kitāb-i Sı̄ Duʿā was revealed near
the end of S.afar. The Bab says that at the time in which he is writing, he
has spent one year in Chihrı̄q. It merits noting that elsewhere in this prayer,
the Bab mentions that in a few days, he will turn 30. This may appear odd
at first. After all, it is well-known that the Bab was born on the first day of
the first month of the Islamic calendar, 1 Muh.arram 1235 (20 October 1819),
meaning that by the end of S.afar or the beginning of Rabı̄ʿ al-Awwal, two
months had passed since his birthday. The solution to this seeming puzzle
lies in the words, ‘Thou art aware, O My God, that since the day Thou didst
call Me into being out of the water of Thy love …’ In this and other passages,
the Bab calculates the beginning of his life from the moment of conception
rather than the day of his birth. In this prayer, he begins not from the year
of his birth, 1235 (rather than 1234), but from the day of conception, i.e.
nine months and nine days (according to the lunar calendar which is equal
to nine months in the solar calendar) before the first day of Muh.arram.
At times in his writings, the Bab calculates his age from 1 Muh.arram 1235;
at other times from 21 Rabı̄ʿ al-Awwal 1234; and still other times from
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21 Rabı̄ʿ al-Awwal 1235. In these 30 prayers, each calculation begins from
21 Rabı̄ʿ al-Awwal 1235 (7 January 1820). For this reason, at the end of S.afar
when he is writing, there are still 3 weeks left before he reaches 30. This
passage is in complete congruence with the Bab’s words in other tablets.
Moreover, this method of calculation is discussed by him in other works
that are beyond the scope of the present article.
Let us return to the subject at hand. One of the interesting points about
these thirty prayers, as well as other prayers revealed by the Bab, is the fact
that he repeatedly prays first for his mother and father and then for the one
who has raised him (‘he who raised me’), beseeching God to bestow upon
them His loving-kindness and most sublime bounties. The same can be
observed in other prayers of the Bab. Previously, it had been assumed that
in these prayers, the Bab is expressing his appreciation to first his parents
and then the Khāl-i Aʿz.am,13 Hajji Mirza Sayyid ʿAlı̄, but such is not the
case. The venerable person who raised and educated him is none other
than Mubārak, his Ethiopian servant whose faith and devotion caused him
to ascend to the summits of glory and might.14 The special love and kindness of the Bab for Mubārak is entirely evident from prayer number 7 which
is related to when he was seven years old. After praying for his mother and
father, the Bab supplicates to God for Mubārak:
Send down, then, upon me, O my God, when I was seven years old and
upon him who raised me on Thy behalf, whose name is Mubārak, that which
beseemeth the splendours of the sanctity of Thy loftiness and the wonders of
the might of Thy revelation.15

In this passage, the name of the person for whom the Bab repeatedly
prays for and who, alongside his mother and father, is remembered and
honoured as the one who raised and educated, is disclosed. The Bab in
fact places Mubārak on the same plane as his father. The love and tenderness for Mubārak that runs throughout the Bab’s writings is the greatest
manifestation of the message of peace, brotherhood, and unity that he has
brought to humanity. Following this passage, the image of a moving and
beautiful memory from the Bab’s life is conveyed: ‘… and for the bow and
arrow he made for Me to play with at that age, [send him] what is in Thy
knowledge of Thy grace and mercy.’16
The Bab’s affection for one who served him from childhood; his remembrance of Mubārak while imprisoned in the mountains of Ādharbāyjān; his
prayers for him and his greetings to him in his letters to his mother, wife,
and uncle;17 his praise of Mubārak as one who was to all outward appearances a servant but, in reality, the king of the righteous; all beautifully serve
to demonstrate that Mubārak truly loved the Bab and that the Bab in turn
had special affection and love for Mubārak. It was this mutual love that
made the Bab’s Ethiopian servant the pride of all the kings on earth.
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13. Literally, ‘The Greatest Uncle’, the maternal uncle of the Bab and one of the Seven Martyrs
of Tehran. On him, see [N. Zarandı̄ ], The Dawn-Breakers 446–49.
14. According to Abū al-Qāsim Afnān, Mubārak was purchased by Hajji Mirza Abū al-Qāsim,
the brother-in-law of the Báb, when he was 5 years old. According to the bill of sale, the Bab
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that the Bab was raised by another servant of African descent also named Mubārak, a common name for household servants in Iran at that time (my thanks to Mina Yazdani for this
clue) as affirmed by Dihkhudā in his Lughatnāmih, s.v. ‘mubārak’ (available online: http://
topurl.in/Mubarak). A. Afnān, ʿAhd-i aʿlā 31, includes an eyewitness account about the
Bab’s first day of school as a child that explicitly mentions that he was accompanied by a
servant (ghulām). It is not clear however if this is a reference to Mubārak or someone else.
New sources need to come to light before these questions can be answered.
15. fa-anzil allāhumma ʿalayya fı̄ ḥ ı̄ n alladhı̄ kuntu ʿindaka ḥ arf al-wāw wa-man rabbānı̄
yawmaʾidhin min ʿindika alladhı̄ kāna ismuhu mubārak mā yanbaghı̄ li-jalāl quds irtifāʿika
wa-badāyiʿ ẓ uhūrātika. The original for ‘7 years old’ is ḥ arf al-wāw (lit., the letter wāw). The
numerical value of the letter wāw is 6 but as the author has pointed out, in this tablet, the
Bab gives the number 0 (represented in Persian and Arabic by a point) the numerical value
of 1 and thus the letter wāw in this tablet has a numerical value of 7. This and the following
passage can be found in a manuscript of the first section of the Kitāb-i Sı̄ Duʿā found in
the William McElwee Miller Collection of Bābı̄ Writings and Other Iranian Texts, Princeton
University’s Islamic Manuscripts, Third Series, no. 30, folio 23b (available online: http://
libweb5.princeton.edu/visual_materials/Babi/listing.html), with some minor differences
(my thanks to Steven Phelps for pointing out this manuscript to me).
16. wa-bimā qad ṣanaʿa hunālika lı̄ al-sahm wa-l-qaws li-mā ashtaghilanna bihi mā anta taʿlam
min faḍ lika wa-raḥ matika.
17. There are also indirect references to Mubārak in other letters. For example, in a letter from
the Bab to his mother dated Thursday, 28 Shaʿbān [1265 / 19 July 1849], cited in Khūshihhā-ʾı̄ az kharman-i adab va hunar, 6, dawrih-yi bayān, Darmstadt: Reyhani, 152BE/1995,
14, the Bab remembers those who have sought her presence (mustadrikāt-i fayḍ -i ḥuḍ ūr),
which must certainly have included Mubārak. See also an earlier letter from the Bab to his
wife in which he expresses concern for and sends greetings to all of the residents of his
home (sukkān-i bayt…hamigı̄ ), INBA (Iran National Baha’i Archives), vol. 58, reprinted, East
Lansing, MI.: H-Bahai, 2004, available online http://www.h-net.org/~bahai/areprint/bab/
G-L/I/inba58/INBA58.pdf, p. 183.
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